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The Basketball Trio tunes up for a bit of vocalizing in preparation
for the senior show. Left to right, Chuck Hughes, Jack Casey anti
Photo by Dean Spider.
Stu Inman.
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CLASS OF ’48 PACKS VARIETY SHOW
FULL OF PRO, COLLEGE TALENT
’SENIOR ’STRAVAGANZA‘ IS THE NAME
A star-packed variety show featuring professional and collegiate
talent will be preented at 8 p.m. in the Morris Dailey’auditorium
Friday, April 23, revealed Bill Ellsworth, senior class president, Friday.
’ The show, sponsored by the senior class to raise moneyfor the class
of ’48’s gift to the college, has been dubbed "Senior Stravaganza."
Fellow Students:
"Senior ’Stravaganza" is the
name of the show that the Class
of ’48 is going to present Friday,
April 23, at 8 p.m. This show
will set a new precedent by
starting on time.
This variety show is being
given in an effort to raise additional funds for the class gift to
the school. Not oisfy local but a
full array of professional talent
has been assembled.
Tickets are on sale in the
Graduate Manager’s office at a
buck a copy, so dig down in your
Levis and Ballerinas and get a
ticket for a full evening’s entertainment.
Ask that gal or guy (this is
leap year) that you have been
wanting to ask all quarter.
Thanks.
BILL ELLSWORTH,
Senior Class Prexy.
Ellsworth said talent has been
recruited from the entire coast
and included such names as Benny
Watkins and his band, Ivory Joe
Hunter and Lord Essex, dancer
"Stuffy" Bryant, and a host of
others.
FIRST SHOW
"This is the first show of its
kind ever given by a college class,"
remarked the president. "We’re
going to provide top entertainment. Popular collegiate names
such as Nadine Jensen, Chuck
Hughes, Stu Inman, Jack Casey,
Howard "Slats" Slatoff, and
Jacque Wolff will add zest to the
star-studded show.
In addition to the entertainment
parade, the senior class will present the mascot of the class of
Who or
1948, Ellsworth added.
what this 18 will be revealed on
the night of the show. Price of
admission has been set at $1.00
per person.

WSSF DRIVE TO
END FRIDAY
By 7 p.m. Friday, WSSF drivers
at San Jose State college had collected $1572.67. The score at COP
was $915, according to’ L. ’ Hall
Landry, chairman.
More than 1500 students had
been contacted by the Alegre cahvassers by Friday afternoon. Of
these, slightly leas than 500 con1
.1.
11
-- fribit
students will liave been-Coiti
when the drive ends Friday, April
16, Landry said.
First returns of faculty contributions came in late Friday evening. Twenty-five dollars had been
given at that time.
Twenty-five attended the Student Y meager dinner held recent1,y. Another ;25 was collected at
this affair,
’Seeds of Destiny’, the academy award winner that has been
attracting so much attention, will
continue its rum at 4:30 in room
210 of the Library," Landry said.

MUSICAL FACULTY
TRIO SCINTILLATES
By PAT O’BRIEN
Dr. Lyle Downey, Mr. Gibson
Walters, and Mr. Richard Jesson
received profound congratulations
after their first appearance as a
"trio" in the college Little Theater last Friday night. Judging
from the response, it will not be
the last appearance of the faculty
members.
"Early" F3ethoven, "Trio, Opus
1, No. 1" opened the performance.
Mr. Jesson’s skill at the piano
was beautifully executed, particularly in the "Adagio Cantabile"
movement. The Trio’s perception
of counterpoint was superb. The
work consisted of four movements
ending with the rousing "Finale."
The second number on the program, "Poem," was written and
dedicated by F. J. Pyle to Dr.
Downey in 1935. The musicians
studied together at the Eastern
Conservatory.
Mr. Gibson Walters’ violin sang
through the sweet strains of the
peice with an artistry that delighted the audience.
The Trio concluded with d’Indy’s typically French "Trio No. 2
(en forme de Suite)." The last
two movements were the dances
"Courante" and Gigue."
Dr. Downey’s pizzacatto on the
cello was the model of precision
and technique.
The close, quiet atmosphere of
the college Little Theater lent
itself, delightfully to the unique
chamber music concert.

Spartan Matmen
Third In P C I
San Jose State Spartan wrestling team, six strong, earned a respectable third place in the PCI
championships at Berkeley over
the weekend.
Paced by Sam Lawson, 147 lbs.,
Pat Felice, 160 lbs., and Don Foster, 174 lbs., the local unit garnered 17 points to tie with Oregon
State college for third. California
captured the title, scoring 24.
Will Drew, Phil Bray, and Captain Freddy Albbeit __completed
the Spartan squad. Bray and Albright were third in the heavy
.4

Albright had defeated Sam Higa, UCLA, earlier in the tournament, but met with a tough break
when losing to Jim Elliot of Cafornia in his next match.
The locals scored six points
by falls with Felice, Olympic aspirant, pinning three of his foes.
Felice was edged out of the class
title by Walter Rohde, Washington State, who displayed skill in
riding and excellent balance.
Lawson gained revenge on Bob
Clithero, UCLA, by waxing the
Bruin in an easy decision.
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SPARTAN-INDIAN HEW SWITCHBOARD SYSTEM TO BE
lEET POSTPONED INSTALLED IN INFORMATION
UNTIL TUESDAY OFFICE, THOMPSON REVEALS

Once again the rain has undoubtedly made local farmers and
taxi drivers smile, but Coaches
Bud Winter and Jack Weiershauser did not share their happiness
as the damp weather caused Sat-,
’urday’s San Jose State-Stanford
track Meet to be postponed until
3:30 Tuesday.
Originally scheduled to clash in ,
the Card’s football stadium, the
two teams will now settle their ,
differences on Angell Field, providing too much rain does .not fall
before meet time.
Although Stanford Stadium and
Angell Field were in no condition
to hold the meet, a number of Indian thinclads turned up Saturday and held an informal practice.
Several marks were made which
gave the Spartans cause for worry. The Redshirts George Grimes
and Al Holubar, who will oppose
Thelno Knowles in the 880, chalked up good times in practice runs,
while broad jumper Gaylord Bryan leaped 23 3", his best mark of
the year to date.
The broad jump shapes upas a
crucial event as two of San Jose’s
top men, Tom Birmingham and
Bill Schemmel are in poor shape.
It was also learned that one of the
Indian pigskin stars, Mike Durkett, jumped 22’ 11" earlier in the
week. Spartan hopes for a victory
in this event will prObably hinge
on Connie Varneck whose best
mark is 22’ 11%:’.
Stanford is definitely out for an
upset since they have never beaten the Spartans in three previous
attempts, but the local team is
confident they can return with an
Indian scalp for the fourth time.

Dr. Laurence Palmer
To Speak To Spartans
Dr. E. Laurence Palmer, professor of Nature and Science Education at Cornell university, will
speak to students and faculty
members at San Jose State college in room S112 at 8:30 and 7:30
April 14 and 15.
Three members ’of the Science
departmentDrs. Karl Hazeltine,
Ralph A. Smith, and M. F. Vessel
have studied under Dr. Palmer
at Cornell.

Edward S. Thompson, college comptroller, declared today that
an effective means has finally been found for partially muzzling members of the pressof the Spartan Daily, that isin the new switchboard which is in the process of being installed in the Information
office. The telephone in the Spartan Daily office has been the source

Society Page
Beginning Wednesday, the
Spartan Daily will publish a society page as a regular weekly
feature. The page, edited by
Ruth McCarthy, society edftor,
will carry news of engagements,
weddings, births and organizational activities.
This is one more step In the
Spartan Daily’s effort to provide more adequate coverage of
student affairs. Blanks for information to go on this page are
available in the Spartan Daily
office. Information need not be
submitted on these blanks, however, in order to obtain all details, we prefer use of the banks.

Seats Available
For Swim Show

According to Thompson, the old
A few tickets remain for the system provided only
100 tele"Sentimental Journey" swim ex- phone outlets on
the campus
travaganza, states Miss Graves of whereas
the new installation will
the Business office. ’rickets for handle 200 extensions.
Thutkliass
Friday night’s performance were to
the central office of the telesold out last Friday morning, she.
phone company will number 14 as
reported.
against 8 for the old system.
The show opens Thursday eveNew college telephone directory
ning at 8:30 in the college pool
cards are being printed in the colwith 135 students participating,
says Miss Mary Hooton, director. lege’s printshop under the superThe swim extravaganza is an vision of Professor Hartley E.
Jackson, according to Thompson.
all-girl production presented by
lie explained that the new systhe San Jose State college Swimnecessitated
a
complete
ming club. Under-water lighting tem
change
in
the
telephone
numberagain
this
year.
will be featured
Ann Corwin and Lois Haueter ing on the campus.
will perform in a special water
ballet number featuring the under-water lighting with costumes
The Placement office will not be
of silver and magenta spangles.
Another act which promises to be open to students before 10 a.m.
outstanding is the Basin Street today, announces Miss Doris Robnumber, inson, because of the rush of gradphosphorescent
Blues
uating seniors.
points out Miss Hooton.

NOT BEFORE TEN!

HILL CHOSEN AS
SJS PUBLICIST
By BARNEY BARNETT
Athletic Director Glenn Hartranft announced Friday that starting May 1, San Jose State athletic
publicity will be under the direction of Thomas L. "Danny" Hill.
Hill, a graduate of St. John’s
(Maryland) college has until recently been working as a sports
writer on the Santa Barbara News
Press.
While attending college, Hill lettered in football, basketball and
lacrosse. In 1938 and 1939 he received All-Maryland honorable
mention for basketball. Be also
competed in track, soccer, boxing,
swimming and tennis.
After graduation,. Hill taught
mathematics and philosophy at St.
John’s and later did publicity work
the Ctka -eoht-eenspenst,-turing the aTtir,T1111-s-arv-td-Wrth
the navy in the South Pacific.

MISSIONARY SPEAKS
Paul Contento, former China
missionary, will be guest speaker
at the monthly meeting of the
Foreign Missions Fellowship, San
Jose chapter, at 12:30 p.m. today
in room L210, announced Missionary Chairman Lynne Ekstrand.
Mr. Contento is presently on
leave from his Chinese missionary
work and attending the University
of California.

of unauthorized long - distance
telephone calls for which the college has had to pay, according to
Thompson. The new system will
remedy the situation by making
t necessary to place all long-distance calls through the switchboard instead of merely dialing
number 9 to get the outside lines.
"The Spartan Daily office has
not been the only offender, however," amended Thompson, "Most
of the telephones on campus
have been used in this illegal
fashion and we are happy to have
found a means of stopping it."
The new switchboard, which
will be a double installation, has
been on order for one and a half
years, according to Thompson.
Workmen have been working on
the installation for seven weeks
and the system was to have been
ready for use by April 12. However,
unforeseen events have
made it necessary to postpone the
switch-over until April 19.

OFF THE WIRE
By UNITED PRESS

Edited by PAUL VON HAFFTEN

BOGOTA ---The 21 Pan-American meeting was interrupted here
over the week -end by a revolution which cost the lives of more than
100 people. Sunday morning found the Colombian government in hands
a a coalition cabinet with President Perez still in the saddle. Secretary of State George Marshall and all other Americans were reported
safe. The Pan-American Congress may be moved to Panama City or
another capital. Uprisings in Chile and Paraguay were crushed with
many arrests being made in those countries. Brazil also was confronted with a possible revolt in Sao Paulo state.
WASHtNGTONThe coal strike may end here so soon following
unexpected turn of events over the week-end. John L. Lewis agreed to
arbitrate after 18 minutes of consultations by Speaker of the House
Joseph Marthi (R) of Mass. Senator Styles Bridges (R) of New
Hampshire will arbitrate the strike. Ezra Van Horn represents the
coal operators.
PITTSBURGHThe world of football lost one of its most outatatuling-coac.hes yestetslay when Dr, John (Jock) Sutherland, 59,
Stee1rsJnjT
dfed-httlie-was- coach of the
coach of Pittsburgh unihead
was
Sutherland
that,
to
Prior
league.
versity for several years. He sent three teams to the Rose Bowl.
GARBERVILLEMembers of 14 local lumber unions of, Humboldt and Mendocino counties voted yesterday In an attempt to end
the 27 month old forestry strike.
JERUSALEMArab artillery fire rumbled through, the heart of
Jerusalem yesterday. Several shells landed only a half mile from the
Holy Sepulchre where Christ was buried.
LAKE SUCCESSOn the eve of the Italian elections next Sunday, Soviet Russia vetoed any possibility of Italy’s becoming a member of the United Nations. This was her 23rd veto.
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WSSF Spells LIFE!
This a life and death game for 400,000 students in war-devastated
countries.
America has always won its wars, BUT
It can lose this onethe war against cold, starvation, despair
Our fellow students all over the worldour link with the past,
our promise for the futureneed help fast. They are sick and they
are hungry. The World Student Service Fund asks money from you to
buy food medicine, shelter for themthe essentials they must have
to survive.
This is not charity. This is insurance. Insurance for a free world.
For one worldor none.
Now when trained leadership is needed so desperately for reconstruction, university students in the war-ravaged countries are facing
impossibilities, not difficulties. They must have help or they cannot
survive.
If the universities go down, we shall be alone in a hostile world.
For our common future, we must have colleagues in every nation who
share our heritage from the past, our hopes for tomorrow.
The studentsthe free, inquiring minds, the potential leaders
look to you. You are their last hope! They may well be yours! Your
last hope for a healthy world, a world where science has no jealous
secrets, where men of good will and broad understanding can be
found in every nation.

Pixilation Hits Campus
There comes a time in every man’s life when he just can’t seem
to get anything done. A heap of students around the campus seem
to be in a similar fix right now.
Meandering aimlessly across lawns, tripping over bushes and
bumping into doors they seem to have become extremely "pixilated."
The word "pixilated" can’t be found in Webster’s dictionary but it
refers loosely to a mind that is inhabited by "pixies." "Pixies" are
imaginary little creatures or fairies that, in this capacity take a man’s
mind off his work. Once the "pixies" go to town there isn’t much a
man can do right.
He can’t study, even if he wants to. His mind wanders loosely
from one subject to another not remaining on one subject long enough
to leave the impression of a drop of dew.
It can’t be blamed on spring, this sudden and mysterious relapse
of the mental membranes. Perhaps last quarter, but not this.
It must be the pixies!

Hear From There

by Louis Now

Chicago City College Selects Prince
Charming
Why don’t we elect .a Spardi Gras KING instead of Queen?
Chicago City College will choose a "Prince Charming" this year
for one of their annual events. Each fraternity or house offers two
candidates. The women students meet to carefully evaluate the contenders, eliminating all but two. Then the elections, at which only
the girls vote, are held.
During the election campaign, pictures of the he-men candidates
(in swimming shorts, drape suits, tuxs, shoulder pads, and what have
you) are placed at strategic spots about campus. At their coronation
ball the pin-up boy is given as much pomp and ceremony as our
Spardi Gras Queens receive .
. if not more.

Washington State Slates Dance Bands
A "Who’s Who" of modern dance bandsStan Kenton, Charlie
Spivak, Tommy Dorsey, Woodie Herman, and Charlie Barnettwill
play for Washington State’s Senior Ball April 24, according to the
school’s tri-weekly, The Evergreen. They are TENTATIVELY scheduled.
"Seniors are asked NOT to attend the ball so there will ha more
room for the freshmen," the paper states. "No communist will be
allowed unless accompanied by his parents. Men are asked to bring
women guests to dance with."
The story continues:
"The dance will begin at 1:32 p.m. and last until 4:47 a.m. Dress
will not be quite formal. Men must wear white tie and tails, while it
is suggested that the women wear sun suits. Theme of the dance will
be kept secret, but well informed circles say it will be decorated to
portray a coal mine at midnight.
Patrons and patronesses for the dance are: Mr. and Mrs. H. S.
Truman, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Landon, Mr. and Mrs. W. Winchell, and
William R. Hearst. The Senior Ball this year is being sponsored by
_the_fileadors."

Coach Starts New Method Of Selectin_g_
PiayrsWashington State’s basketball coach has a new method of selecting his varsity players.
"In a change of policy that may affect the future of Washington State college basketball, Jack Friel stated yesterday (March 31)
that nett year’s team will he picked from men who vote for Wallace
in the fall election," declares a sports article in the school’s Evergreen."
"The style of play will change next year," Coach Friel
was quoted. "We are getting away from the ’reactionary’ defense we
have been using, and our new ’Liberalised’ offense is guaranteed to
increase the production of baskets, with everyone getting a chance
to score. This is possible because we have broken the monopoly that
that capitalistic center Hanson had last year."

Survey Shows
Strength Of
College Libraries
By JOHN

DEL

SECCO

COLLEGIATE PRESS TEST
PROVES STUDENT ABILITY
By LOU NOIA
The Associated Collegiate Press has contributed a monumental
work (10 easy to read, easy to follow questions) to the students of
American colleges and universities. It proves conclusively that hard,
concentrated study OR a double portion of brains are NOT necessary

A detailed analysis of the library holdings of colleges and
universities throughout Western
United
States
shows
varying
strength in different fields, according to a recent report on file
In the office of Miss Joyce Backus,
head librarian.
San Jose, San Diego, and Fresno
State college libraries rank in
the upper half among the 36 institutions reporting. The report
By JACK GOLDEN
further indicates that the libraries
Men! Don’t look now, but the
of Oregon State college, Univer- new look has a "new look." It’s
sity of Utah, San Jose State col- called the "Bumpergay."
lege, Greeley college, and North
Just as America’s red (not conTexas respectively are the top
nected
with Communism) bloodfive rankings.
ed men and boys were becoming
A further breakdown of library somewhat reconciled to the droopy
holdings ranked by classification skirt, up comes a fashion fiend
reveals that San Jose State col- with the bumpergay---designed eslege ranks second place among pecially for milady’s bustle.
the fine arts, sixth among the useThe bumpergay is a bouquet or
ful arts, eighth in philosophy, and potted plant worn in the bustle
nineteenth in philology.
and is supposed to call attention
Library expenditures for the to skirt detail. Horrors! Will
school year .1946-47 place San they never stop?
Jose State college in the ninth
DISHEARTENING TREND
spot, with University of Utah beIlyana, Beverly Hills fashion deing first among the Western in- signer, is responsible for this
stitutions the report reads.
latest disheartening trend in fem-

New Look Addition
To Posteriors
Called ’Bumpergay

for an "A" or "B" average.
ACP guarantees results IF its
questions are used with discretion.
Answer "Yes" or "No" to the
questions that follow, counting
each "Yes" as one point. If your
score Is three or lesswell,
you
didn’t want that AB or General
Secondary anyway.
1. Do you live in a sorority or
fraternity house? (If the answer
is "Yes," use house cribs and skip
remainder of test.)
2. Do you date the departmental
assistant? (See No. 1.)
3. Do you let your prof know
early in the semester that "I’m
going to get more out of this
course than any course I’ve had
before?"
4. Do you interview his former
students to ascertain his favorite
topics, ’viewpoints, and hobbies?

5. Do you tell him that a certain lecture was so interesting
you would like additional sources
of reference for your own referThe number of different maga- inine wearing apparel. She claims ence?
zines received by the college li- that strapless evening gowns leave
6. Do you remain bright-eyed
brary is surpassed by Brigham insufficient cloth on which to fasYoung university, Oregon State ten a corsage, but there is plenty and attentive during recitation
college and others, placing San of cloth in the rear. It’s all that periods even if it is a 7:30 class?
Jose State college ninth.
simple.
7. Do you give your prof clipEnmpergaya aren’t to be laugh- pings pertaining to his course or
ed at. They are menaces to be lectures?
feared.
8. Do you volunteer to answer
DANGEROUS
all questions even if only to prove
Suppose, for example, that a you have a marvelous grasp of
"I’ve been seriously misquoted," fellow scraped up enough moola the obvious?
Dr. G. A. McCallum, biology to take his gal dinner dancing.
9. Do you let your prof know
professor and fisherman cried She had a potted geranium astern. you were in the same branch of
the
postage
crowded
Tables
Tuesday. A recent story in the
service?
Spartan Daily intimated that the stamp floor. The guy and his gal
10. Do you ask questions which
doctor had used bait on a recent were jitterbugging. She twirled
fishing trip at Fallen Leaf Lake. too near a table and Bongot Bon- will give him an unusual chance
go! Another diner has a caved to display his knowledge?
"If I had used bait, I might in dome.
Well, kids, that’s it. Your "A’s"
have got a bite. This would have
The results are terrible. The
awakened me; I went up there for victim comes to and sues. The and "B’s" are as good as made.
sleep and rest, not to catch fish," penniless heronot the gal with Simple, isn’t it?
Dr. McCallum explained.
the bumpergaygoes to the clink.
The doctor added that it has The couple’s love life is ended,
been said that a successful fisher- cause the gal won’t go out with
man must know more than the jailbirds.
,
So you see, men, the guy who
fish. "By this standard, my qualification as a successful fisherman goes with a gal wearing a bumLON ANGELES (UP).NorDon’t man Thomas, five times the Presis open to question, the grieved pergay will always pay.
say I didn’t warn you.
professor concluded.
idential candidate of the Socialist
party, recently tabbed a Vandenberg-Stassen ticket as the Republican party’s best bet for victory.
Tomas said Gen. Douglas MacArthur and New York Gov.
Thomas Dewey are pretty much
New York city’s famous Stork Club is where "people go to see out of the picture. President Truand be seen," according to its owner-manager, Sherman Billingsley. man doesn’t have a chance of reelection, he said.
The Co-op is State’s modified version of the club. Hamburgers
"The Democrats seem to be
are substituted for fillet mignon. Cokes, coffee, shakes, and chocolate bankrupt for another candidate
take the place of Bourbon, sherry, Scotch, and cognac. The table and unless they induce Gen. Eisenhower to run," he said.
wall-seats near the entrance
As a third party candidate,
ramp form our facsimile of the
Henry A. Wallace will get a lot
Stork’s exclusive Cub Room.
of votes, Thomas said. But he
The counter stools, for want of
described him as "a captive of
something better, are our ringthe Communists."
side tables. Slacks, khakis, Levis,
He said he hoped the Socialist
Mu Delta Pi, social fraternity,
leather Jackets, pullovers, skirts
candidate would be Prof. Maynard
initiated
three
new
members
Sat(New and Old Looks), Sloppy
Krueger of Chicago.
Joes, blouses, and sandals are our urday night at 7:00 at the home
"club’s" tuxedoes, swallow-tails, of Mr. Lowell C. Pratt, advisor.
Robert G. Cole, John F. Caezza,
top hats, patent leather shoes,
dickeys, pearl cuff links, ermine and Charles J. Phillips became
The Engineering society’s La
wraps, diamond-studded bracelets, members in ceremonies conducted
strapless evening gowns, Chanel by Tom McColley, fraternity pres- Torre pictures will be taken today,
according to Frank Delfino, viceident.
No. 5, and what have you.
president of the society.
Our patrons, too, go to "see and
"Meet in front of the Engineerbe seen." They park on stools
An actor is a sculptor who ing lab hut at 12:30," explained
for at least ten times longer than carves in snow.
Barrett Delfino.
is necessary, and feel terribly
hurt when someone suggests that
heretre-other persona
who would like service.
Thty chat endlessly_ with a host
--frienda-(-4,-taka-cassful.not
of the other patrons and perhaps
a bevy of worshipping adrnirers
EDITORPtill Robertson
too overwhelmed to step within BUSINESS MANAGER
Albright
the inner circle, and finally, at ASSOCIATE EDITORS
Paul Can., Dave Leonard
EDITOR
Bob Soden
long length, finish their coffee FEATURE EDITOR
SPORTS
Barney Barnett
and, very considerately, leave COPY EDITOR
Jecqu Wolff
EDITOR
WIRE
Paul von Hefften
their stools. Of course, they have
SOCIETY EDITOR ;
McCarthy
their eyes focused on a vacant, DAY EDITORSlob Blackmon, Dick Cox, Alice Joy
Golder, Georgia Gorden, Marla Houle,
Pat
O’Brian,
or soon to be vacant, stool which
REPORTERSMrle Blonder,. Frank Brown, Al Caldwell, John Del Sacco, Merle Dino’, Jack
they will pounce upon.
Goldn, Bob Hulsey, James Hoff., Ruth James, Leonard Kreldt, Wahar Loewen,
Lou Noia, Dave Perna), Rex Parrish, Tow Rowan, Phillip Smith, Carl Underwood,
Unfortunately, there are stuArnold Wechter, Betty Whitaker, and Virgil Wilson.
dents who go down to the Coop
for something to eat or drink.
This le too had. The stool paraDAY EDITORThis IssueBOB BLACINON
sites don’t like that at all.

McCallum Denies
He Went ’Fishing’

Thomas Tells
Best GOP Team

’STORK’ COOP IS COMPARABLE
TO SWANK NEW YORK CLUB

Mu Delta Pi
Initiates

Engineer Pics Today

Editorial
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CITIZENS BUILD NEW TEXAS CITY FROM VETS OFFERED
WRECKAGE LEFT FROM LAST YEAR’S
OPPORTUNITIES
EXPLOSION TIDAL WAVE AND FIRE
BY CORO GROUP
3

(Editor’s Note: On April 16 it will have been one year since the
SS Grandcamp blew up in the Texas City harbor, beginning two days
of death, fire and horror. John F. Hartzell, then and now manager
of the United Press Bureau at Houston, looks at Texas City today
and recalls it as it was a year ago.)
TEXAS CITY, Tex . (UP)This
is a boom town.
Fifty-one weeks ago today,
Texas City battled for its existence
and won - against a
mighty combination of explosion,
tidal wave and fire
The wounds left by that holocaust still show; the graves of the
more than 500 victims, thiS tangled
wreckage of railway and dock
facilities, and the rusting, halfsubmerged hulk of the 81.8. Wilson
B. Keene.
GRANDCAMP EXPLODES
But the wounds are closing.
When
the
French
freighter,
Grandcamp, exploded the population of Texas City was 18,000.
Now it is 25,000, perhaps more.
Mayor W. C. Steed says it will be
up to 50,000 within two years.
This is proof of Texas City’s
confidence in its future. It is
shared by industrial concerns
which have poured out millions of
dollars to replace, and even expand, their plants which were destroyed last April 16.
The Grandcamp was tied up at
its wharf, taking on a cargo of
ammonitun nitrate and sacked
flour. Five hundred yards away
was the huge Monsanto Chemical
co. plant, engaged in the production of synthetic rubber ingredients.
400 DIED
At 8 a.m. stevedores resumed
loading of the Grandcamp. The
ammonium nitrate, packed in bags
marked fertilizer, was piled row
on row. Ten minutes later, a
stevedore went down in the No. 4
hold and found some of the compound ablaze.
The Texas City fire department
four trucks and 27 menresponded. Reddish -orange smoke
was pouring from the Grandcamp.
A crowd gathered on the dock,
about 400 persons.

Three thousand or more were injured.
At least 113 persons have never
been accounted for.
When the smoke cleared, 217
business buildings and 3,382 homes
had been destroyed or damaged.
CITY REBUILT
Now, a year later, more than
457 houses have been built from
the ground up; 712 have been repaired at a cost of more than $3,000,000. The $19,000,000 Monsanto plant is about finished with
reconstruction and will soon be
back into production. Its new
value is placed at $50,000,000.
Other chemical and oil firms
whose plants were wiped out have
spent millions to repair and expand.
Nearly all the damaged concerns have filed suit against the
government to recover losses in
the disaster, claiming the government was at fault because the
ammonium nitrate in the Grandcamp was not properly labeled as
explosive.

FIVE STUDENTS
S-P-EAKO.V_F.RACQW_
Radio Station KQW has invited
a group of five Spartan student
orators to speak over the air in
the very near future, Mr. Wilbur
Luick, speech instructor, reported
yesterday.
The students are Bill Swasey,
junior, Laverne Galeener, freshman, Leslie Groshong, sophomore,
Paul Gormley, sophomore, and
Nancy Werner, senior.
The group presented a panel
discussion on "The Problem of the
Displaced Person" before the
women’s group of the First Methodist Church recently. The American immigration laws, as they apply to D.P.’, were explained during the discussion.
The same group of speakers apon
KQW’s
previously
peared
American School of the Air. Luick
was very pleased when the station’s education director invited
the students to appear again in
a half hour broadcast.

At 9:12 a.m. most of the 400
died there in a roaring sheet of
flaming gas that followed the first,
explosion. The concussion crushed
huge oil tanks. Others were set
afire by flying white-hot steel
and flaming twine balls from the
Grandcamp. The Monsanto plant
crumpled into a tangled masa of
steel and brick. About 150 perA new curriculum prepared for
sons died in the plant, killed by
the training of clinical laboratory
concussion or fire.
technicians will be offered at San
HIGH FLY=
Jose State college next autumn
Relief workers moved back in- quarter, according to a report on
to the waterfront area when it file in the Registrar’s office.
The program will prepare stuwas announced there was no danger of another explosion. At 1:10 dents for positions in public
a.m., April 17, the S.S. High Flyer health, hospital and physicians’
blew up, adding more names to laboratories. Scholastic training
the list of dead and injured and will be combined with the apprenmore destruction. Eighteen more ticeship required for California
oil and gasoline tanks exploded state certification and can be
completed in four years if the
before the night was over.
Forty-eight hours later the fires student is properly qualified upwere brought under control. Texas on entering, the report reads.
City began to bury its dead. More
CLINICAL TRAINING
than 512 persons were believed
The plan provides for a major
to have perished in the disaster. in biological sciences. Three years
are to be spent at the college,
ancl the fourth year will consist
of clinical training in hospital
laboratories.
Requirements for the bachelor’s
degree will be satisfied automaticexecutive ally with_ the successful comple- _
Mr.
ort11Iter- time of Ms program and the stusecretary
scholastic Federation, will ad- dent will be eligible for the state
majors at 7 p.m. to- examination as a liceseod-elialoat
. ---dress
-nightIn room S112, Coach Bob laboratory technician.
All male
Bronzan said Friday.
PROGRAM PERIOD
P. E. majors are required to atThe report further stated that
tend this meeting.
This meeting is one of a series students desiring to take their deof meetings sponsored by the gree before serving their apprenPhysical Education department ticeship may do so by majoring in
and Phi Epsilon Kappa, national biological sciences, distributing
P. E. fraternity, for the purpose this program over a four-year peof raising the standards of P. E. riod and adding other courses to
training, and to stimulate and satisfy unit requirements for gradpromote professional interest in uation.
Interested students may obtain
physical education.
The next P. E. majors meeting the complete four-year program
Is scheduled for April 19, Bronzan to be published in ,the San Jose
State college bulletin in May.
said.

Health Office Adds
New Curriculum

P. E. MAJORS TO
MEET TONIGHT

Twelve veterans of World War
II (man and women) who wish to
make public relations their career
are eligible for the Municipal Affairs Internship in San Francisco
now being offered by the Coro
Foundation.
The twelve veterans selected for
internship will spend a nine month
training period in San Francisco
and will be paid $100 monthly in
addition to benefits they already
receive from public laws 16 and
346. The training period commences in October and ends in
June.
HALF-DAY BASIS
The internship, which gives an
accurate and comprehensive picture of municipal government featuring its functions, problems, and
inter-relationships, operates on a
half day basis. The intern spends
the first part of the day in government offices as determined by
the various department heads of
the city and county of San Francisco.
In the other half of the work
day, students are placed on a rotating basis in labor unions and
business firms. Interns also carry
out surveys which reveal the
knowledge and attitudes of the
public concerning government and
public affairs.
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PHI MU GIVES
CONCERT THURS.

S

A-Phi-0 Plans New
Bindex For Fall

Plana for the printing and distribution of the bindex have been
started by members of Gamma
Student members of the Phi Mu Beta
chapter of Alpha Phi Omega,
chapter of Mu Phi Epsilon, na- national
service fraternity.
tional honorary music sorority,
The bindex is a set of manila
will present a concert Thursday
evening, April 15, in the Little !sheets upon which San Jose merTheater, according to a release chants have bought advertising
by Lowell C. Pratt, director of space. The sheets, which are to
be used as dividers in notebooks
public relations.
land binders, will be distributed to
Some of the best musical talent ’ students
on registration days next
at the college will be heard in the
fall quarter.
concert, which will be open to the
Money collected from the merpublic without charge.
chants above the cost of printThe program will be as follows:
ing will be used for service pro"Concerto for Two Violins" jects on the campus.
(Bach), Jane Pope and Alice Brill,
Reports Al Taylor, president,
with piano accompaniment by "Members have been hard at work
Carolyn Bull.
already this quarter under the
Vocal solos, "Where the Bee Ichairmanship of Abner Fritz. We
Sucks" (Arne),"Geheirnes" (Schu- hope the bindex will be as successbert), and "Dawn Shall over ful this time as it has been in the
Lethe Brek" (Hageman), Emily past."
Baptista, soprano, with piano accompaniment by Dottie Rae Flitlet.
"Sonata in E. Minor" (Brahma),
Virginia Howe, cello, with piano
accompaniment by Rosalie Speciale.
Vocal quartet, "List the Cherubic Host" (Gaul) and "Fair Madame, Good Morning" (Mozart),
Emily Baptista and Colleen McCann,
sopranos, and
Virginia
Weimers and Ruth Peters, con-

"Ballade in A Flat Major" (Chopin). Betty Dilg, piano.
QUALIFICATIONS
At the home of
The qualifications are as follows. 1. Applicant must be a vet ’
of World War II and must have
good health, sound character, and i.e.-leadership qualities. 2. He (or she) i I
Fred "Duffy" Pairs, Mar.
must submit an application blank
Program time for "Spartans On
and two short essays on the appliMen & Women’s P.E.
cants interest in this field and an Review" has been changed from
Monday
to
Thursday
Classes held here.
nights,
exanalysis of a contemporary socialplains student -producer Jim Capolitical problem.
WE FEATURE A FULL LINE OF
A representative of the Coro puto. Beginning this Thursday
and
every Thursday
Foundation will visit this campus evening,
BOWLING BALL BAGS AND SHOES
Wednesday to answer questions thereafter, the college’s weekly
of interested students. The exact radio show will be broadcast from
time and place of the question and 8 to 8:30 on Radio KEEN.
The new half-hour radio show
answer session will be released
will contain the usual college news
later.
FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
and talent, with an additional new
Open from 10 A.M.
feature, stated Caputo. Printed;
cards will be passed out to differ- ’
ent campus organizations each
week and from these cards four
top tunes will be chosen and! 172 W. Santa Clara Bal. 8423
Dot Williams and Joan Buech- played.
ner were recently appointed costume chairmen by Spardi Gras
chairman John Petersen, stated
Sal Milian, publicity director,
"They will’ be responsible for the
king’s and queen’s costumes," explained the director.
He urged that organizations and
A college graduate frequently does not
students be reminded that those
hays specialized training that commands
wearing rented or purchased cosan immediate, attractive salary in businues.
tumes will be ineligible for the
But a college education supplemented by business mining
costume contest, lie also emphabas ready commercial value. The opportunides open so secretaries
sized that all organizations should
complete costumes so the business
with a college education lead to profitsble mewmanager can schedule organizational pictures for the Spardi Gras
9353 Brighton Way * BEVERLY HILLS * CRastview 54175
souvenir program.
The Spardi Gras office, located
in room 8, is now open. All business will be conducted through
this office.

Half-Hour Show
o e urecl

Spartan Bowlers

12 Lanes

Chairman Picks
Costume Heads

JOSE BOWL

College Weit
IN

Mathes,

CN

Once-In-A-Lifetim Opportunity!

STUDY . . . TRAVEL . . .
IN

SPAIN

1..g:

$798AU

By Ship from New York

July 2

Sponsored by the

Universityof Madrid
For descr ptive folder

wrote

Dept. "C"

Spanish Student
Tours
500 Fifth Ave., N.Y. 18, N.Y.

SAVE IN CASH!
3c A GAL. ON REG( ft AR
31/2c A GAL. ON ETHYL

It’s true, Guys aad Gels. Buy
your gasoline at the EAAVON
STATION. 4th ens, William.
MONEY RACK GUARANTEE.

$AAVON
Service Station
N.E. Co,. 4th 1 William

"Okay, I’ll bet you all of Argentina and half of Australia and
I’ll raise you my last pack of Dentyne Cheering Gum."
"It’s no bet, Palyou gotta have sure thins
to risk your last pack of swell-tasting Dentyne
Chewing Guns! For my money, Dent3rne wins on
Bawer and on the way it helps keep teeth white."
Dentrte

GunsMad, Only By Adams
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JOSEPHINE ROOSEQUITS VET JOB

HOME ECONOMICS
DISPAYS COPPER
"Beautify Your Home With
Copper" is the title of the display
currently in the Home Economics
building show cases. Gladys Bontadelli, senior H.E. major, has organized and arranged the display.
A step by step procedure, including tools and materials needed, shows how sheet copper can
easily be converted into useful
and ornamental items. Various
pictures, a scrapbook, a guest
book, and other items are shown
to illustrate how effective copper
can be used to beautify the home.
Miss Bontadelli’s exhibit includes some of her own copper
work pieces. The remainder of
the items are from Miss Lillian
Boasso, who is now teaching in
Watsonville.
The display is the first in a
series of nine displays scheduled
for this quarter by members of
Dr. Margaret Jones’ Methods of
Teaching class. It will be in the
cases all this week.

Draft Program
Faces New Delay
By Senate Group

Josephine Roose, above, departed from San Jose State college
Friday to become the bride of Carl G. Arfwedson of Redondo Beach
The
WASHINGTON (UP).
April 15. Miss Roose has been in charge of the Veterans’ Service
Senate appeared likely to log behere since October.
office
on
milihind the House in acting
tary preparedness programs.
Her future husband is the business manager of El Camino J.C.

Chairman Robert A. Taft, R.,
0., of the Senate Republican Policy Committee said the GOP goal
would be to get universal military
training, draft, and air force legislation through the Senate as
soon as possible.
But he doubted that the Senate
Armed Services Committee could
get defense measures ready for
floor action this week or next.
Defense Secretary James Forrestal, meanwhile, has asked Congress to "get the ball rolling" on
a vast new plane -buying program.
House GOP leaders expect a $725,000,000 appropriation measure to
be ready for floor discussion early
next Week. And the House Armed
Services Committee will open
hearings Monday on a new draft
bill.
Except for the money-for-planes
measure, Senate action on the
overall $3,000,000,000 stepped-up
defense program may be delayed
by differences of opinion on the
size of the air force.
Both Houses were in recess until Monday.

Thomas Gets
OK To Testify
WASHINGTON (UP).
The
House has granted Chairman J.
Parnell Thomas of the un-American activities Committee permission to testify at the Hollywood
court trials opening here today.
The New Jersey Republican
specifically was given authority to
appear at the trial of writer John
Howard Lawson, first of 10 film
writers and directors facing contempt of Congress charges. Congressmen must have House permission to appear at court trials.
The Hollywood witnesses were
cited by Thomas’ committee for
refusing to say whether they are
or ever have been members of
the Communist party. Also cited
were writer-producer Adrian
Scott, director Edward Dmytryk
and Herbert J. Biberrnan and
writers Alvah Bessie, Samuel Ornitz, Dalton TrumbotAlbert Maltz,
Ring Lardner, Jr., and Lester
Cole.

at Lawndale. The couple will
make their home at Hermosa
Beach.,
Miss Roose, a graduate of San
Jose High school, is the daughter of Mrs. Augistine Roose of
this city. In 1936, she accepted
a position as secretary in the high
school office and in November,
1946, she took over the job of
handling student part-time employment in the dean of men’s office here.
When the Veterans’ Administration withdrew its office from the
campus last fall, Miss Roose was
selected to head the veterans’
service office established by the
college.
Photo by Lynn Buttcane

Arch Is Doomed
For Fire Safety

That familiar arch between the
home economics and the industrial
art buildings will soon be a thing
of the past. Mr. Robert Alexander,
In charge of grounds, stated today that the arch will be torn
out to make possible a fire road
from the arch to the rear of
Morris Dailey auditorium.
"The arch is not wide enough
to allow a fire truck to enter that
area," Mr. Alexander explained.
The sidewalk between the arch
and the rear of the auditorium
will be widened 30 inches to provide fire trucks a solid roadway
into the rear quad, according to
Mr. Alexander. Construction of
SILVER SABERS MEET barracks
classrooms in that area
The Silver Saber Society will necessitated this move.
hold its first smoker this quarter
at Alum Rock Lodge Tuesday
night, according to President Jack Kooyers Speaks
Fowler.
"A Review of the Shorter CateThose going to the smoker are
advised to meet in front of head- chism" was the subject of an address by Neal Kooyers at the Calquarters at 7 p.m.
vin Club meeting Sunday evening
in the First Presbyterian Church,
Positive anything is better than according to Secretary June
negative -nothing.
Hubbard Coates.

sosemoomilloeleeeessmmosod‘

SENIOR BALL SET FOR JUNE 12;
MAY BE FOLLOWED BY BREAKFAST
1H. T. Judscm of the Judson
Studios, Los Angeles, yesterday
addressed the senior orientation
class on the suitability of a
stained-glass window for the Memorial chapel as a senior class
gift.
According to Senior Class President Bill Ellsworth, Judson gave
an interesting, impartial estimate
of the value of such a gift. No
immediate action on the question
was taken, but a committee was
appointed to investigate further
and report at the next meeting.

Saturday June 12, was the date
set for the Senior Ball to be held
at the Palace Hotel, San Francisco, according to Ellsworth. Also,
the seniors voted to have a Senior
Breakfast following the ball if
arrangements could be made.
The decision was reached to
have an informal reception, according to Ellsworth. No date
was decided upon.
Ellsworth announced to the
class that the new meeting time
for the Senior Class Council is
4:30 p.m. in room B2 on Tuesdays.

Spartan Shop
Calls For Vets

Bug Class Seals
Goldfish In Jar

Will the following students call
at the Spartan Shop to sign Veteran authorizations:
Kathryn Anderson, Ernest Anderson, Richard Angus, Ellis
Berry, LaVerne Brookmeyer, Jack
Burgett, Nicholas Casella, Franklin Childs, Peter Cirivilleri, Robert
Corotto, and Lewis Davis.
William DeSznith, Melford
Doane, Robert Edlund, Bernice
Edwards, Theron Edwards, Clarence Fernandes, Victor Fought,
E. J. Fowles, Annie Garretson,
Joe Guerra, Orville Johnson, and
John Kane.
Mike Klaich, Evelyn Maner,
Eugene Mercuri, Frederick Mohr,
Robert Moon, Thomas O’Leary,
Jack Patterson, Edward Peterson,
Eddie Rose, Lawrimce Schultz,
Betty Seibert, Leslie Speed, Thaddeus Spinola, Robert Stricker,
Eugene Sullivan, and Ray Tiernan.

How long can a fish live without an outside source of oxygen?
This question might be answered
as a result of an experiment being
conducted by an advanced entomology class.
A goldfish was placed in a jar
yesterday. The jar was sealed with
wax, Only source of oxygen for
the fish is a small plant in the
water. The plant will live off the
carbon-dioxide given off by the
fish while the fish will live off
the oxygen given off by the plant
The experiment conditions in this
experiment approach a perfect
balance of nature.

Vallejo JC Guests

KNIGHT MOVIES
1947 Spardi Gras films and "In
Old Chicago" was featured at the
Spartan Knights’ movies Sunday
evening in the college auditorium,
according to Ray Bishop, in charge
of the program.
The Spardi Gras technicolor
films were taken on campus last
spring by Milton Lanyon of the
Art department. In addition to
the local films and the featured
movie. Chapter eight: "Adventures of the Flying Cadets," and
a cartoon was shown.

Mr. George Chaffey and Mr.
Williams, counselors from Vallejo
Junior colleg e, were honored
guests of San Jose State college
last week.
They were making a survey of
San Jose’s facilities, curriculum,
counselor service, and entrance
An ounce of performance is
requirements for the purpose of
directing Vallejo J.C. graduates worth more than a pound of
preachment.
Hubbard
to this institution.

KEEP FINING
PAUSE FOR COKE
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TWO BIT WAGER WINS
MUMBY A LIFE CAREER
By ARNOLD WECHTER
A twenty-five cent bet started
E. W. "Ted" Mumby, Spartan
wrestling coach, on a life-long
career of wrestling and instruction.
It happened while Mumby was
a student at the University of
Indiana. There he met an overweight student, or to use Mumby’s
words, "A fat slob," who challenged Mumby that he could
throw him within five minutes.
Ted took the bet and proceeded
to win it.
The story doesn’t end there.
Watching the match was a student, a member of the college
wrestling team, who asked Mumby to practice with him. He’agreed
and the next thing Mumby knew
he had received three broken ribs,
but the spell had been cast and he
has been in the sport since.
PRO WRESTLING PHONEY
"Professional
wrestling
has
held back the popularity of,. collegiate wrestling," Mumby says.
He went on to explain that the
propaganda spread by the pros
had disgusted intelligent people
with grappling. "The public looks
on pro and amateur wrestling in
the same light. Nothing is more
untrue," he stated.
"Why the public and press even
pronounce the word wrestling
wrong nowadays. They say ’rasslin’ instead," stated Mumby.
The brutal show put on by the
professional wrestler bears little
resemblance to modern amateur
wrestling, he explained.
Mumby, who was quite implicit
with his disgust with the pro
grunt and groaners, said the average pro isn’t a wrestler, but a
dramatist. "I know of a few cases,
very few, where a professional
was at one time a good amateur
wrestler," Ted said.
In certain eastern states, Iowa
and Oklahoma and others, college wrestling is more popular
than either basketball and football, , he stated. "I plan to introduce wrestling to more San Jose
students by having matches presented along with basketball
games and boxing shows. Once
the students understand and watch
the game they will become enthusiastic over It. Why crowds at
the college wrestling matches
have increased twenty - five per
cent this year over last," Mumby
stated.
LIVED IN INDIA
Mumby was born in Michigan,
raised in Indiana, spent a great
part of his life in India. Upon his
graduation from ’Indiana, he left
for a position in the North Central provinces of India as an instructor at the Lucknow Junior
college.
While in India he taught wres-

INGHAM SPEAKS
TO CIF GROUP
A. B. Ingham, executive secretary of the California Inter-collegiate Federation, will speak today on the CIF at a meeting of
Men’s P. E. majors.
The meeting will be held at 7
p.m. in room S112.
This meeting, open to coaches
and physical education instructors in the San Jose area, is one
in a series of meetings for PE
majors arranged by Bob Bronzan, assistant football coach. .

SPARTANS RATE AS
DEFENSIVE TEAM
The San Jose State basketball
team ranked 28th among the natiores. top defensive quintets dur-ing the 1947-48 season.
The CCAA champs, who represented the state of. California at
the NAIR tournament In Kansas
City last month, held their opponents to 47.2 points per game.
The Spartans also averaged 55.2
offensive points In winning 21
and losing but 8.
Roanoke college led the nation
in defense by limiting the opposition to 35.6 points per game. St.
Anselm’s of New Hampshire
walked off with top offensive honors by scoring an average of 69.9
points.

tling and swimming. "There is no
difference in the youth of India
and elsewhere, except customs,"
Mumby said.
After twenty years at Lucknow, Mumby returned to America
and attended Stanford. He received a degree in physical education and stayed on at the farm
as coach of wrestling and swimming.
Two years ago he came, to San
Jose, which he describes as the
finest place in the world.
Mumby is married and has
three children, two boys, one a
senior at Stanford, the other a
senior at UC, and a girl in junior
high school. His wife is a doctor
with a practice in Palo Alto.

PARNAY PUTS
NECK IN NOOSE
PICKS WINNERS
By DAVE PARNAY
Major league baseball will be
with us in less than two weeks
and it’s time for a neck to be
stuck out, so here goes. Frankly,
your guess is as good as mine,
hut if the Cardinals don’t win the
National league, look for a nickel
series in Beantown. Billy South wort h’s Braves will take over if
the Cards falter and in the American the Red Sox look stronger
than the Yankees.
The rest of the National behind the Cards and Braves might
finish as follows: Brooklyn, New
York, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago, and Philadelphia. Look
where the once mighty C’ubs are!
Mr. Wrigley must be feeding the
boys gum instead of vitamins.
The Red Sox look too tough in
the American League. The addition of baseball’s longest hitting
shortstop Vern Stephens, former
Brownie, makes them practically
a cinch. Jack Kramer, another
former Brown, should help the
pitching staff. The Yanks will be
tough but loss of Spud Chandler
on whom waivers have been asked won’t help.
The Cleveland Indians, perennial dark horses in the junior circuit, are just that again this year.
They have baseball’s greatest infield with Eddie Robinson at
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first, Flash Gordon at second, the
incomparable Lou Boudreau at
short,. and .Ken Keltner at third
With Bob Lemon to help Rapid
Robert Feller, the Indians could
win it all. Lemon won 10 games
after July 1 last year.
The surest thing in the majors
this year is that Stan Musial will
be National league batting champion come October. Ditto in the
American for Ted Williams. Our
super special prediction is that
Bob Feller will be the first man
since Dizzy Dean to win 30 games.
The next nearest thing to a
cinch was the Browns in the
American league cellar. Woe is
me, however, for the hapless Chicago White Sox lost 10 of 13 exhibition games on the Pacific
Coast including one to a college
team, the USC Trojans.
One of the greatest upsets in
modern football history occurred
in 1942 when the Crusaders of
Holy Cross, victors in only three
games all year, upset the nation’s
number one team, Boston college,
by an astounding score of 55-12.

44

The San Jose State freshman
track team opened its season last
Wednesday by edging Lincoln
High school of San Jose on the
Lions oval in an informal meet
in which no official score was
kept.
A very wet soggy track resulted in few outstanding marks, but
several Spartans turned in good
times and distances.
The San Jose yearlings swept
three events, the pole vault, discus, and shot put, which gave
them almost one-half of their total points.
Dave Psaltt took the shot with
a heave of 44’ and beat out teammate Boice Glassey in the discus
by tossing the platter 128’.
The only other double winner
for the San Jose babes was
George Mattos, who had to vault
but 11’ and leap 212" in the broad
jump to cop his two events.
Bud Bohne was nipped at the
finish of the mile when Tom Liston, Lincoln’s barefoot boy, won
the event by a yard in the time
of 4:45.8. Liston decided to suffer through his race with shoes
Wednesday, however, because’ of
the muddy track.
Dave Purdey was also edged in
the 880 by the Lions’ Herb Cohen1
whose time of 2:01.1 was outstanding for a high school runner
under such poor conditions.
The two remaining Spartan victories came in the highjurnp, won
by Ralph Milliman with a leap of
5’9", and the 880-yard relay.

CARgON CITY, Nev., Air
(UP)Nevada’s Colorado River
Commission began negotiations today to obtain sufficient Shasta
Dam power to erase completely
the state’s present power shortage.
The commission prepared a contract for submission to the Bureau
of Reclamation calling for delivery of sufficient Shasta power
to meet current and future shortages which have made it necessary
for Western Nevada to adopt
brownout conditions.

FIVE TEAMS ENTER
SPARTAN DAILY
SOFTBALL LEAGUE
Five teams have been entered
in the Spartan Daily softball
league tournament so far, Coach
Ted Mumby said Friday. These
teams are the Wildcats, Ridge.
runners, Spartan Manor, Garden
City Athletic club and D. S. G.
Mumby requests those wishing
to enter teams in the league to
submit their team names and roster before Thursday. This information should be given to Coach
Mumby in the P. E. office, or to
Rex Parrish in the Publications
office.
A plaque or trophy will be presented to the winning team at the
end of the season, Mumby stated.
The CCAA conference baseball series between Fresno and
San Jose State scheduled for
the last week end was cancelled
late Friday.
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LILLIAN GISH
IN "THE WIND"
"The Wind," a movie featuring
Lillian Gish, is being brought to
the Little Theater Wednesday
night, April 14, the Speech and
Drama department stated today.
Admission is by membership
card only. Cards are on sale in
the Speech office, room 57, for
one dollar for the series. "Citizen
Kane" will be presented on Saturday night.

Announcements
SPYERS: Student Public Affair Group meet in Student Y to
night at 7:30.
Y CABINET MEETING: meet
In Student Y at 4:30 p.m. today.
Y EXECUTIVE COMMI1-11.,E
LUNCHEON: meet today at 12:30
in Student Y.
PRE-0 RCHESI S: Mrs. Mc Bride’s dance group meet today at
3:30 p.m. in dance studio. Girls
must furnish own costume.
TECHNICAL STUDENTS: Last
call for prospective June graduates. Unless you have already done
so, see me soon about graduation
check sheet. Deadline is May 1.
Harrison F. Heath.
SPARTAN SPINNERS: Rehearsal for Pan-American Day tonight
at 7:30 in dance studio of Women’s
gym. Please wear tennis shoes.
Please wear costumes for pictures.
SWIM SHOW: entire cast meet
tonight at 6:30. Be prepared to
stay late.
SOJOURNERS: meet tonight 7
to 9 p.m. in room 139.
SPARTAN FLYERS: meet tonight in new aero lab at 7:30.
ALPHA ETA RHO: meets tonight in .,new aero lab. at 8:15.
ETA TAU RHO: meet tonight
at 7:30 in room 17. All Jewish students invited.
ALPH AETA SIGMA: meeting
at Hotel De Anza tomorrow night
at 8. Eligible neophytes smoker.
LADY WILL exchange apartment in Hermosa Beach for one
in San Jose for summer session
only. See Mrs. Pritchard in Dean
of Women’s office for particulars.
SOPHOMORE CLASS CONSTITUTION COMMITTEE: meet
tonight at 7 in Student Union.
THE FOLLOWING GIRLS
please see Miss Dimrnick, Dean of
Women, as soon as possible: Madeleine Renouard, Dorothy Boyd,
Betty Paterson, Patricia Jean Ellis, Phyllis Waterman, Eugenie
Broadwell, Louis Dircibelbis. In
order that your petition be approved for minimum hours you
must see Miss Dinamick.
-SENIOR CLASS COUNCIL
MEETING: tomorrow at 4:30 in
B-2.

CLASSIFIED ADS

BETA CHI SIGMA PROF WILL HONOR PLOWRIGHT WINS TOP POST IN WAA
MOVES INTO HOUSE LATIN COUNTRIES ELECTION FINAL; 01HERS TAKE OVER
Beta Chi Sigma, social fraternity, recently moved into its Frill
ternity house at 253 S. Eighth
street. This is the third organization at San Jose State college to
acquire a home for members.
Final preparations were completed during spring vacation
when the necessary furniture and
household items were purchased.
The job of painting the interior
has been undertaken by the 20
fraternity brothers now living in
the house.
According to house manager,
Rowland Harris, Beta Chi’s will
soon play host at an open house.

CALIFORNIA VOTERS
WILL DECIDE
NEW SENATE ISSUE
SACRAMENTO. (UP)
Calivoters will decide at the
November election whether they
wish to reappoint the State Senate on a population basis.
The Secretary of State’s office
said an initiative amendment for
reapportioning the Senate had
qualified for the ballot. The proposal would give the state’s metropolitan areas control over both
Houses of the Legislature if it is
passed.

fornia

Dr. Philip VI. Buck, professor
of political science at Stanford
university, will be the guest speaker on Pan-AmPrican Day at San
Jose State college, Wednesday,
kpril 14. He will speak at 11:30
a.m. In the Morris Dailey auditorium oil "The Americas and
World Organization." Professor
Buck will speak under the ausnice% of the Pan-American League.
His talk is part of the Pan-American Day program which is being sponsored by three organizations, the Latin America club, International Relations club, and
Sigma Delta Pi. These groups also
are sponsoring a dinner which will
be held at the Student Center. A
dance is also planned.

Shirley Plowright, Carbara Albough and Noel Thompson were
elected vice president, secretary and treasurer, respectively, of the
Women’s Athletic association in the run-off election held Wednesday
and Thursday, announces the Women’s Physical Education department.
The newly elected women will lake office this quarter and con-

LIBRARY FINES
GO TO STATE FUND

The average "take" In library
fines for one day is $6.77, according to information received from
the Library department. This figure includes payment for overdue
books, pictures, and phamplets.
The charge is five cents per day
not including Sundays. For overdue current periodicals the cost is
.Dr. Buck was a Rhodes Scholar
ten cents per hour, and overdue
at Oxford from 1923-1926. He rereserved books is 25 cents per
ceived his M.A. degree from that
hour.
university a year later. Prior to
"Most of the fines are for overhis Stanford appointment, he was
due reserved books," said Miss
an instructor at Mills college.
Barbara Wood, circulation librarian. "And it seems it is the same
California now follows the Fedgroup of students that pay the
eral system of electing Senators fines."
from geographical districts and
Money received from the fines
lower House Legislators on a popgoes into the general fund for the
ulation basis.
State of California.
The other constitutional amendment to be on the ballot is a proposal for a local option system of
Actors are the only honest
liquor control.
hypocrites.
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tinue until the end of winter guar.
ter 1948-49.
Mona Morris was elected president of WAA. She received a majority vote in the original election held at the conclusion of
last quarter. Mary McNeil, recorder of points, and Sandy Macy,
publicity manager,
also were
elected with a majority of votes
cast.
Outgoing officers include: Rhoda Anderson, president;
Leta
Walter, vice-president; Mona Morris,
secretary;
Eleanor Kohn,
treasurer; Eleanor Cain, recorder of points, and Donna McCarty,
publicity chairman.
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WUTZIT MOVIE
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Featuring
the orchestra of
Tommy Pratt, junior music major,
a
20-minute
technicolor
movie extolling the Wutzit club
youth center in Santa Clara is
now in Hollywood being readied
for nation-wide release, says Sal
Milian, publicity agent.
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PHILIP MORRIS
is so much
better to smoke!
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FOR SALE: 1940 Ford convert.
Excellent condition, radio and heater. A real bargain. See at 1070
Chapman St. after 6:30 or phone
Col. 1906-W.

A’

FOR SALE: West Craft trailer,
17 ft. New awning, mohogany interior.
It’s had excellent care.
Mom Trailer Court, Monterey and
Tully Rds. San Jose.

PHILIP MORRIS offers the smoker an extra
benefit found in no other cigarette. For
is the ONE, the ONLY cigarette recognized by leading nose and throat specialists as
definitely less irritating.
Remember: Less irritation means more
smoking enjoyment for you.
Yes! If every smoker knew what PHILIP
MORRIS smokers know, they’d all change to
PHILIP MORRIS. -

WILL THE PERSON who got
the wrong rain coat at Newman
Club on the Monday before finals,
please phone Col. 2287-J. (After
6 p.m.) We will exchange coats. I
have yours.

MORRIS

DO YOU HAVE 1 to 4 neckties
you’re tired of? Mail them to us
and you’ll receive the same nurnber of freshly cleaned different
ties. Pay postman 75 cents plus

postage. 1193 Spencer Ave. San
Jose.
MTIKLKIOTC-.STUPENTS,-Ontr
place left. Good food. Very retie=
onable, 280 So. 9th St.
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FOR SALE: Pontiac coupe. Call
Bal. 58004; $150 down.

Nias

LOST: Gruen watch between
Home Economic bldg. and Information office. Will finder please
return to Lost and Found.

ScWI

WOULD THE PERSON who
found the black zipper purse last
Monday please mail the cards and
dark glasses. Valuable to owner.
Joyce Woods, 303 So. 9th St., or
return to Information office. . . .
Thank you.
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TRY A PACK ...TODAY
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